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Introduction  
Mark hope

John Newling’s exhibition of new work at the Barn is a very significant 
event for Woodend Arts, which runs the Woodend Barn, an arts centre in 

rural Aberdeenshire. 

The Barn ceased to be used as a farm building several decades ago and 
was gradually transformed into an art centre during the mid-1990s. In the 
early years there was little funding to employ staff, so almost everything 
was organised by volunteers. Despite the lack of resources, there was a wish 
to explore all art forms and to engage all ages, a clear decision to embrace 
complexity rather than specialising in a single art form and specific audi-
ence. To this end a number of voluntary groups were formed, each in 
support of a particular interest. The organisation was driven by the passion 
and enthusiasm of those who chose to get involved. The passions were as 
diverse as the individuals who volunteered but the common thread was 
an understanding and experience of the joy that can be accessed through 
participation in the arts. In addition, it was important to be open to diverse 
perspectives, to negotiate across difference and to understand in what ways 
the arts might address wellbeing.

The Barn’s growth has been organic and quite slow. In terms of its physi-
cal and cultural environment, once major renovation work was completed 
in 1998, the Barn could be used year-round and the programme gradually 
increased in both breadth and depth, facilitated by a gradually growing 
complement of paid staff. By 2011, the Barn employed two full-time and 
five part-time staff.  Volunteers continued to play a significant role in both 
the programme and its delivery and many links were formed with other 
local organisations. The early history is beautifully recounted in Ten years 
of Woodend Arts Association, An Historical Memoir by John Hargreaves 
(Woodend Publishing, 2005). 

Three developments during 2000-10 are noteworthy. Firstly, the 
Aberdeenshire Slow Food Convivium was formed in 2000 by a number 
of local people. This included Val and Calum Buchanan as well as Barn 
volunteers and others. The relationship led to the building of Buchanans’ 
café bistro adjacent to the Barn in 2009, a beautiful place in which to enjoy 
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locally grown and crafted food and drink in company. Buchanans continues 
to develop an expanding community who are aware of the importance of 
food values which are local, thoughtful and pleasurable. In parallel, the Barn 
and Buchanans have sought to minimise their own environmental footprint 
through careful management of energy and waste; the 2009 building work 
included installing a biomass heating system supplying both Buchanans and 
the Barn, which replaced the Barn’s oil-fired heating.

Secondly two fields of allotment gardens and a wild garden area were es-
tablished behind the Barn during 2007-10, building on ad hoc events such 
as cookery workshops, talks on environmental issues and a residency and 
art exhibition Waste not, Want not by Janet McEwan in 2003. The exhibi-
tion was based upon items recovered from a local midden – a 100 year-old 
rubbish heap in the artist’s back garden. The exhibition spilled out into the 
community and local schools and included children’s poems and poetry 
workshops that responded to the exhibition, encouraged by the poet Gerry 
Cambridge.

Thirdly, a long-standing collaboration with On the Edge, a research 
programme at Grays School of Art, came to fruition from 2010 onwards 
through three experimental projects. Calendar Variations (2011–12) with 
Orpheus Institute, Gent, reinterpreted a score poem of the artist, Allan 
Kaprow (1971) in which Kaprow creates a riddle around the planting of 
turf, an allegory for mankind’s problematic relationship with the natural 
environment evoked through an everyday activity. Sounding Drawing 
(2013) again with Orpheus Institute, Gent and including Champs 
D’Action, Antwerp, involved Scottish and Belgian artists and musicians in 
an exploratory dialogue between music and drawing as experiences of time 
and encounter, of structure and freedom. Finally Helen Smith’s doctoral 
research, funded as a Collaborative Doctoral Award by the Arts and 
Humanities Research Council (2011-15), explored the creative potential of 
the artist in relation to an organisation (Woodend Arts) through experimen-
tal practice, testing assumptions though a research framework underpinned 
by an innovative, collaborative methodology. The PhD was co-supervised 
between the Barn, Gray’s School of Art and the Business School at Robert 
Gordon University.  

These three developments led to the development of a specific strand of 
work focussed on art and ecology, in the Barn’s 2014–18 business plan. 
Art and ecology connected a number of live projects at the Barn includ-
ing the continuation of the Lavender project (Helen Smith, 2012–14), 
curatorial and research connections with Pistoletto Foundation in Italy, 
the Environmental Art Walk (since renamed: Barn Circulars through the 

collaborative arts practice of Helen Smith) and the proposed redevelopment 
of Woodend farmhouse’s walled garden into a physic garden. 

The Barn's programme envisages a learning space involving people of all 
ages in our various communities, including artists and scientists. It plans 
to draw together current initiatives based around the Barn and generate 
new ones through regional, national and international dialogues. A key aim 
is to generate the emotional energy and intelligence that form a basis for 
shared action. This is likely to involve artists and academics from a range 
of disciplines in an international network. Each new initiative at the Barn 
could negotiate a contribution so that we build a coherent and specific body 
of experience that interlinks community and environment with the arts in a 
unique way.

John Newling contributed to the closing meeting of the Lavender project 
in 2014 and subsequently became our first artist-in-residence in art and 
ecology in early 2015.

Mark hope
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The Last Islands 
Colour plates



Last Island
A becoming geology (soil) 

h 67 inChes (170 CM) x w 46.25 inChes (117.5 CM) x D 2 inChes (5 CM)
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Last Island 
The spans of language (roots and nibs)

h 67 inChes (170 CM) x w 46.25 inChes (117.5 CM) x D 2 inChes (5 CM)
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Last Island
An emerging taxonomy (leaves)

h 67 inChes (170 CM) x w 46.25 inChes (117.5 CM) x D 2 inChes (5 CM)
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Last Island
Caring for symptoms (plasters and branches)

h 67 inChes (170 CM) x w 46.25 inChes (117.5 CM) x D 2 inChes (5 CM)
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Last Island 
Turning and turning (gyres and geometry)

h 67 inChes (170 CM) x w 46.25 inChes (117.5 CM) x D 2 inChes (5 CM)
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Islands

Colour plates



Island 1

h 35.5 inChes (90.5 CM) x w 27.5inChes (69.5 CM) x D 1.25inChes (3 CM)

Island 2

h 35.5 inChes (90.5 CM) x w 27.5inChes (69.5 CM) x D 1.25inChes (3 CM)
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Island 3

h 35.5 inChes (90.5 CM) x w 27.5inChes (69.5 CM) x D 1.25inChes (3 CM)

Island 4

h 35.5 inChes (90.5 CM) x w 27.5inChes (69.5 CM) x D 1.25inChes (3 CM)
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Island 5

h 35.5 inChes (90.5 CM) x w 27.5inChes (69.5 CM) x D 1.25inChes (3 CM)

Island 6

h 35.5 inChes (90.5 CM) x w 27.5inChes (69.5 CM) x D 1.25inChes (3 CM)
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Blackberry Picking
Colour plates



Map 1
Blackberry Picking (2 September 2013)
Thorns and nibs, fruit and blood
h 30.25 inChes (77 CM) x w 23.5 inChes (59.5 CM) x D 1.5 inChes (3 CM)
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Map 2
Blackberry Picking (2 September 2013)
Thorns and nibs, fruit and blood
h 30.25 inChes (77 CM) x w 23.5 inChes (59.5 CM) x D 1.5 inChes (3 CM)

Map 3
Blackberry Picking (2 September 2013)

Thorns and nibs, fruit and blood
h 30.25 inChes (77 CM) x w 23.5 inChes (59.5 CM) x D 1.5 inChes (3 CM)
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The Liminal Spinning Tree
John newling

Since childhood I have enjoyed standing under a tree and seeing 
the tangle of twigs and branches and sensing the spin of the tree’s 
structure. Years on and I still do this. The Liminal Spinning  
Tree studies began with notes, sketches and diagrams as I walked  
around Banchory. 

I am interested in liminality as a state of transition or becoming. Dawn 
and dusk are liminal periods; they are thresholds of light transforming.  
In these studies I am trying to understand, and visually express,  
a state of becoming in a tree during dawn and dusk. For a tree dawn 
is a transition from cellular respiration to photosynthesis; that is from 
a net release of carbon dioxide to a net release of oxygen. Dusk brings 
the reverse transition through the tree as photosynthesis closes down 
and cellular respiration starts; from a net release of oxygen to a net 
release of carbon dioxide. 

I have noticed that my own breathing seems different through dawn 
and through dusk. Sounds seem to change and so much seems to be in 
transition; a becoming of sorts.
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The Liminal Spinning Tree (Banchory)
Study 1

h 35.75 inChes (91 CM) x w 49.5 inChes (126 CM) x D 2 inChes (5 CM)

The Liminal Spinning Tree (Banchory)
Study 2 

h 35.75 inChes (91 CM) x w 49.5 inChes (126 CM) x D 2 inChes (5 CM)
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Essays

John newling, DaviD CrouCh, anne Douglas anD Mark hope, riCharD Davey



Last Islands, Banchory
John newling

Located on the outskirts of Banchory in Aberdeenshire, Woodend Barn 
is an exceptional venture that looks properly at what art can be within 

a community. I was delighted to be invited to be an artist in residence there 
in 2014. 

The Barn buildings and allotments are surrounded by a sublime landscape. 
The people I met there are extraordinarily engaged in both art and place. 
During that time I admired the way that Woodend is, in many ways, an 
island where art seemed to fold itself seamlessly within the place and com-
munity. The local was crucial but was not worn with the heaviness some 
places gather. 

It was also an international venue with ideas and aspirations; an oasis that 
made me feel that what is possible was actually happening. There was no 
tick box audit here but instead a rolling and ambitious set of plans, actions, 
thoughts and questions that wove themselves through the environment.  
In my mind it became an island of possibilities that we all know but  
rarely encounter.

Gathering threads

Elsewhere that year I was making works that will form part of a larger 
installation. The Map Room of the Last Islands is made up of sculptures and 
paintings that refer to a kind of cartography; an atlas of relationships, forms 
and colours that are the ecology of my practice. As is often the case the 
Island works emerged from several directions and threads of thought.  

I had been working with fragments of Moringa Oleifera trees to construct 
a series of works I called Miracle Maps. Leaf by leaf, between 2009 and 
2011, the works became a contemplative act of constructing an imagined 
cartography. This was the first time I felt I was articulating these elements 
as a language. I had intimate knowledge of the history of each twig and leaf 
because they had been grown in my studio as part of my research into this 
remarkable tree. 

Between 2011 and 2014 I installed grow tents in several galleries. 
Nottingham Contemporary, The Newlyn Exchange Gallery and The 
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Wellcome Collection all housed tents growing Moringa trees. Each installa-
tion generated a source of roots, branches, leaves and stems from the trees. 
These were the elements I used in the structuring of the Island works. 

Another thread was the intense period of time between March 2009 and 
March 2010 when I recorded the relationship I had with a lemon tree in 
a pot. As part of a project for Lincoln I had published a newspaper that 
included photographs of my garden and of the farmlands seen from the  
train to Lincoln as well as my thoughts on the effects on soil of the 
Anthropocene era. The lemon tree was grown in a soil that I constructed 
using this newspaper.   

For a year I had the tree under close observation, making daily notes on 
the work I did to promote its wellbeing.  The Lemon Tree and Me was a 
relationship in which I constantly monitored the health of that one plant 
whilst making connections to the meaning of responsibility. 

I began to understand the need for an intelligent ecology based on values 
that are immanent within the complexities nature. The Lemon Tree and Me 
found a place between ethics, ecology and aesthetics and gave a shape to 
a generative programme of intensive care to involve our responsibilities as 
gardeners within a much wider context.

It was whilst working on The Lemon Tree and Me that my interest in islands 
began. In this instance the island was the relationship between the tree  
and me; a relationship that often felt like an isolated conversation, so  
intense was the focus, as I struggled to better understand the tree.

Maps and Territories

I have made several works in public spaces that have involved asking people 
questions. I have asked ‘What do you do to make yourself feel better?’, 
‘What are common values?’ and ‘What sort of governance would you 
like in a 21st century Eden?’. I have then studied the answers and through 
this analysis it has become clear that local things including environment, 
politics, ecology and even ethics are crucial to many individuals for their 
wellbeing.  It seems as though we are happiest living in a kind of local island 
and trying to make that island a better place for all that inhabit it. This 
may have something to do with control in an unstable and uncertain world 
but it did lead me to thinking about islands with borders that are mapped 
through local and direct experience, knowledge and need. I have found 
more sense, and maybe truth, in these local islands than I have in the distant 
co-ordinates of the state.

I have long been interested in maps. I have am fascinated by the maps 
drawn to direct people to specific places from far away. For example 
if someone was visiting me in Nottingham from Sydney then the map 
of directions would start with general instructions. Fly from Sydney 
to Heathrow airport. Get on the tube to St Pancras. Catch a train to 
Nottingham. Then the code of directions seems to switch. Walk through 
market square past the lions outside the old Council House. Outside the 
burger shop catch a bus to the Co-op then turn left at the post box that was 
once painted pink… 

We map our local places differently to the way we map the globe. I am 
interested in the switch point where directions become more of an intimate 
knowledge of territory than a set of co-ordinates.

'The map is not the territory' is a remark made by Alfred Korzybski in 1931 
and was popular with the Situationists International group. I have found it 
relevant to my practice too.

I see these Island works evolving a cartography that includes meaning and 
materiality. They are maps that construct, cultivate and review the relation-
ship between meaning and material. This is, in part, a territory.

When I make one of the works I start with an idea of the place or activity 
that I am going to map. Over time the map itself starts to demand conside-
rations of materiality that edges it towards being the territory.  

The last Islands all have had this quality of seeming to need certain decisions 
as the maps evolve and emerge. My relationship with them becomes one of 
intense looking and care. Maps, through experience, can direct us towards 
territories. I see this as a parallel to the way The Last Island works evolve. 

The transition from a map with its own conceptual co-ordinates to a map 
that carries the co-ordinates but has also something of its own territory in it 
is entirely immersive for me. 

It has been with these works in particular that I have experienced being on 
both sides of a boundary; in and outside of the work. This liminal threshold 
has occupied my thoughts for many years and with these works I better 
understand being simultaneously at and between a periphery and a centre. 
In the relationship with these works I am both participant and observer. 
Each one was in a flux of processes as elements were tentatively applied 
and then removed, leaving only traces behind. Each transition seemed to 
place the work, and me, in an intermediate space. This intermediate state 
or threshold was the place where much of the evolving cartography of the 
work was realised.
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 The moments when the conceptual co-ordinates become part of the material 
geology of the work are the moments when my relationship with the work is 
at its most intense. Indeed it can be through these moments that the concep-
tual co-ordinates themselves become clearer for me; the map becomes the 
territory. It is when the conceptual thoughts of the work become as malleable 
and mutable as the materials that new knowledge and fresh perspectives 
emerge from the relationship. This is why the Last Island works resist a single 
conceptual reading because they have layers of intentions and of processes; a 
geology of the relationship. They are islands connected to experience. Every 
walk I take gives clues that are brought back to the work. 

Endangered

I found a list of species that are extinct or in danger of becoming so. I was 
shocked by how many there are. I included Homo Sapiens into the rubric 
that was being used to define endangerment.

Humans (Homo sapiens)

Population size:         

7,000,000,000 (7bn)

Range:

Land surface 150,000,000 sq km (57,500,000 sq mi)

Primary threat:

Humans (Homo sapiens) 

Action required:

Understand that the earth’s resources are not infinite. Remember that 

competition for these resources will create an unsustainable ecology. Try

to become less of a menace to ourselves and other species. Be kind. 

Species enter and leave the list because things change. The uniformity of the 
reasons for extinction or endangerment was a real eye opener. Dominating 
the list was environmental disruption causing a crisis in habitat. Frequently 
the disruption was human in its origin. Reading through the list I found 
myself thinking about each endangered environment being a kind of  
island where the autonomy of place was fundamental to the wellbeing of  
its inhabitants. 

This thought about freedom from external influences was part of my interest 
in the Island works. I wanted to try and make works that evolved within 
themselves; where the material and structural relationship became an echo of 
the Lemon Tree and Me. 

It may have been my interest in endangered species that led to the title of 

Last Islands. It was a struggle to choose between ‘Last’ and ‘Lost’ Islands. 
I did not want to imply that the Islands were extinct, or lost, but rather 
endangered. 

I think that what is under threat are the possibilities that open up through 
close observations, play, reflection, listening and intense relationships; 
with our work and with our world. I think that learning by careful looking, 
practising and reflecting is endangered. We live with torrential streams of 
data that purport to be knowledge. It can be amazing, but can also easily 
slide by us as we struggle to assimilate so much data into our everyday lives. 
The danger is that we fail to observe and evaluate what the data may be 
telling us. 

If our own islands of reflection and personal learning become endangered 
whilst our society requires more and more conformity in learning then 
we could lose our sense of connectedness to the world in which we walk. 
We could be walking in a terrain where our digital lives have flattened our 
sensibilities; both sad and dangerous.

The word ‘island’ with its perception of isolation and detachment can have 
adverse connotations in our society. The island I advocate is not isolated but 
rather is intensely focused to effectively form the knowledge that is gained 
through experience. Communication between diverse islands becomes 
fluent if the knowledge shared comes from common experiences; Island to 
island to island.

Back to Banchory

My trips to Banchory also fed the Last Island works. Whilst there with my 
wife, we met many people and took many walks through the town and into 
the surrounding woods and river banks. At each meeting and on every walk 
I was aware of learning more language to take back to the work. 

As I write this I am able to see a tree outside on our street. The root zone 
is crammed with poppies and daisies. It is a great sight and the shapes and 
colours are simply wondrous. I am conscious that sights like this add to 
my language map as I try to connect to my environment and its ecology. I 
know that somewhere down the line this observation will inform a work. 
Sightings like this happened all the time in Banchory. 

I know I am privileged to be able to see such things and fold them into my 
practice. The Last Islands have helped me navigate and map, albeit in a 
certain uncertainty, a world that is thrilling in its momentary beauty. 

John newling
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Last Islands: An Encounter
DaviD CrouCh

Walking into the space of these artworks is to be surrounded by a 
sense of stillness; of care; joyful concentration. These feelings absorb 

something of what Newling has been doing. They question; the images are 
at once universal but very specific; somewhat sombre and strangely uplift-
ing whilst fragile. The title of this series of works unsettles: Last Islands. 
Islands are not simple things: lost under rising sea level; paradise; isolation; 
peace (loneliness). There is an atmosphere of stained glass windows.

Each work is made up of numerous segments of various shapes and colours 
painted in watercolour. Each individually distinct, the colours merge and 
converse together. Their curving shapes look like leaves, or hills, fields or 
folds, natural or tended. In each case these are ‘contained’ on a delimited 
space, an island: in a way, they float. One image becomes almost gently 
vorticist, or a calmer reminder of Sonia Delauney’s prismatics. 

The shapes are often marked out by the stems or leaves of the distinctive 
Moringa tree; sometimes the stems persist in the image, other times their 
shapes survive in emptiness; the material removed and replaced with black. 
Other works have seeds. In some, a whole stem is present, replete with 
splayed roots. In each image these artefacts, dried a faintly creamy white, 
are placed with enormous care yet lightness of touch, dancing with the 
segments. Some panels have a variety of small leaves, as if sprinkled on the 
work’s surface when complete. At other times clear impressions of band-
ages appear, sometimes just their (removed) trace, seeming to hold together, 
to speak of damage or vulnerability, or repair. In each case, these largely 
botanic materials and soft colours are forms of living; they weld and hold 
together. Yet these works are of hope not despair. 

“Lots of processes happen as each work evolves, including the slow 
grasp of a conceptual core to the work. The structure emerges from the 
physical elements I am working with, including paint. Everything is in 
flux (until the completion is felt). Initially a structure or ground is put in 
place. This consists of leaves, roots and branches that have been grown 
and pressed. For me these are identifiable elements with experienced 
histories. As such they do constitute a kind of vocabulary or language. 
The first phases of the Last Island works involve putting this language 
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onto the paper. These elements become kind of borders or pockets of 
relationships that construct a skeleton cartography. As the work evolves 
these physical elements are removed leaving traces of their presence. 
It is from these traces that the work emerges as a relationship; a kind 
of last or lost Island. The work will tell me what it needs whilst I am 
conscious of the processes and histories of the work the Islands.”

I asked John why the title of the work was Last and not Lost:

“The issue of lost or last has been tricky for me as I don’t want these 
islands to be seen as emphatically lost. I really think of them as rare 
glimpses that may be endangered; at risk so to speak…. last and lost 
have been swivelling around my head for a while. I have gone with 
‘last’.”

The depth of the work arises through his strength of values, and from the 
way Newling approached the project; or, rather, how the project emerged in 
his engagement in the world. 

“When I am working on these works I find every walk I go on raises 
a connection to the Islands. Colours, tree constructions, twigs and 
branches littering the pavements and much more, all seem to help in-
form my knowledge of what is happening with the work.” 

Newling is an installation sculptor influenced by arte povera, land and con-
ceptual art. He has used simple and technical practices to enable a site, for 
example a disused church, temporarily to grow into something else, with the 
cultivation of hydroponically nurtured vines up to their wine being drunk 
at Communion and to intoxication at parties held in the same building (a 
redundant church revived in the process). His project The Preston Market 
Mysteries resonated with and transformed a much-visited local market 
through the idea of mysteries. In 2013 his An Ecology of Values was staged at 
Nottingham Contemporary, a major exhibition there of contemporary work 
by a British artist.

“The Islands are parts of the generic installation, grouped under the title 
of The Map Room of the Last Islands. This consists of works on paper and 
a number of sculptures. I have been working on these since 2013……… 
The map room is a bringing together of many works that have fed the 
Last Islands. I have felt, when they are brought together they feel like a 
map room of my experiences and understanding.

…Whilst working on the Islands I have been aware that these works 
are a kind of mapping that is, at one and the same time, an uncertain 
cartography and a material territory; a folding in of both map and 
materiality. The codes of the works, possibly an equivalency of a map’s 
co-ordinates, are held within the co-relationship of the work and me. 

I have long been interested in the phrase ‘the map is not the territory’, 
first coined by Alfred Korzybski in 1931 and deployed by the Situ-
ationists International group (1957–1972). I do see, in part, these works 
as evolving cartographies mediated through a relationship of meaning 
and materiality that constructs, cultivates and reviews that relationship. 
They are, in part, a territory.  

Clearly the Islands can be seen as a metaphor for what they are. That is, 
unconnected to the continents of globalism. I think I am looking at the 
possibilities of an intense localism to better understand wider relation-
ships. These works are, out of necessity, intensely local in their produc-
tion, each action and reflection adding to a kind of knowledge, albeit 
uncertain in its nature, that can inform thoughts in wider contexts. The 
Last Island works affirm this relationship through their production. My 
route to better connecting with the natural ecology has been to explore 
this relationship intensely.”

The various materials he uses to lay out the form shapes are the geology/
archaeology of the map come from elements he has grown and studied; in 
particular the Moringa Oleifera, stretching across several works. Moringa, 
known as ‘Miracle trees’ are planted, and in those projects they have been 
grown hydroponically fed under meticulous control. The tree is exemplary 
in its contents of protein, mineral and vitamins, potentially vital in reliev-
ing hunger. I reflect on and stir my attitudes and relationships with natural 
materials, and their and our potential to work with them if our relationship 
with them is right.

“The ideas of this co-relationship emerged whilst working on The 
Lemon Tree and Me which did have a sense of a very particular relation-
ship written over 688 days of close observation.” Newling’s Lemon Tree 
project was to grow the tree in a close relation of care:
“…looking after the lemon tree, an ecology of values which in every 
sense can be considered local: the immediacy of the situation, the 
tactile and material encounter, the sustainability of the action, the 
micro-politics of gardening, the re-appropriation of time, the sanctity of 
place….. When I observe the condition of the lemon tree’s leaves, test 
its soil for moisture, check the Ph balance of the compost, adjust the 
light conditions, trim the foliage, count the flowers, pick the lemons, 
legislate against the weather, experiment with the growth cycle, I 
restore to art a sense of what is vital in practice, and in turn reconnect 
the materiality of experience with an emerging history that is at once 
natural, social and ecological in its composition.” 
(The Lemon Tree and Me, 2015)
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I found shifting messages and paradoxical materials. In a fluid space inert 
objects made palpable. These works are uneasy, often all too simple, 
compelling. They resonate with the performance of the artist in their 
making. As I open to the work, participate in its stories, soft celebra-
tions and continuity, my feelings are variously nurtured and agitated. 
Each image becomes a new space of things, feelings happening. In its 
strong yet subtle voice, I find Newling’s Last Islands beautiful, elegant; 
generous. 

“These are islands that I hope speak in an almost 
submerged voice that is endangered but not lost.”

DaviD CrouCh

sourCes
 
Interview with Artist, (2015).

Newling, J. (2015) The Lemon Tree and Me,  
Nottingham: J.B.N. Publishing.

Newling, J. (2013) An Ecology of Values. Nottingham:
Nottingham: Nottingham Contemporary.

David Crouch is a Professor of Cultural Geography at the 
University of Derby. His work includes both cultures of 
gardening, in particular allotments, and artist’s practice. 
He gardens and paints. 

His numerous academic and popular publications include 
gallery catalogue essays and academic papers, and his 
paintings have been exhibited in a number of galleries. 
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Making maps and exploring territory
anne Douglas anD Mark hope

Since its formation in 1994, Woodend Arts has been grappling with 
what it might mean to be a community arts centre. “Providing the 

best of local, national and, where practicable, international arts . . .”  
used to be our by-line. Since 2014, we have adopted a mission “to work 
collaboratively through the arts, connecting our communities through 
creativity and friendship”.  But in either case, questions remain: How best 
to do that? How best to engage with our many different communities? 
How to develop the best conditions for artists and their audiences? How 
and why do we value participation, including in the process and manage-
ment of the organisation itself? 

It is a challenge in which the quality of work as art is integral to the 
practices of community.

"Art only becomes important when it moves you in a particular way. Art 
takes us to new experiences that go beyond a common understanding 
of what to expect." Johannes Birringer in his preface to John Newling’s 
Writings 1995–2004 introduces us to John as an inspired maverick artist. 
Perhaps what we are seeking through John’s work at the Barn is this kind 
of questioning.

The Barn recently celebrated its 21st anniversary and you could regard its 
life as an on-going exploration. In the process, we have collaborated with 
On the Edge, a research programme at Grays School of Art. On the Edge 
is interested in re-imagining the artist in public life, testing assumptions 
and influencing artistic and organisational policy and practices. 

For both the Barn and On the Edge, there are many resonances with 
John Newling’s continuing enquiry into the human condition. Over 
twenty years the Barn has developed a trajectory seeking sustainable 
ways of living. In this endeavour, the arts open up a space in which to 
frame questions. How can we respond constructively to the challenges of 
environmental degradation and climate change? Over a similar period of 
time, On the Edge has worked in parallel with the question: What does 
it mean to be an artist at this time and in this place? We have drawn on 
a network of artists who similarly trouble the assumptions of the artist’s 
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role and meaning in society. These include artists such as Helen Mayer and 
Newton Harrison, who create a deep relationship between art and ecology; 
Suzanne Lacy who opens art up to social and political issues of race, gender 
and inequality; Reiko Goto and Tim Collins, who rethink human relations 
to the natural environment; Chu Chu Yuan and Jay Koh, who work with 
the arts to open up the voice of the individual in the public sphere. All of 
these artists address pressing societal concerns.

Like them, John’s work explores our social fabric. He does so by embracing 
our internal landscape and the minutiae of everyday life: What makes us 
happy? What makes a place a site? What is it that gives significance to 
places or events? Are there places where the substance of our reality is 
thinner than elsewhere?  John’s enquiries are always beautifully crafted and 
presented, whether through writing, sited works or formal exhibitions in art 
galleries and museums. 

But looking beyond the work itself, what might it look like if we employed 
John’s artistic practice as both a strand and a modus operandi for the Barn’s 
work over the next few years? What might it look like if we treated the 
Barn as an artwork in terms of its programme, its site, its organisation and 
management and even its audiences? What might result from imagining 
the Barn as a kind of laboratory in which we might suspend disbelief about 
what we think we know? 

With John, we might seek to go beyond commissioning or exhibiting a work 
or series. Instead we might look for a unique and particular relationship 
between the artist and our site. We might seek to alter our perceptions of 
what to expect from the situation: 

“I search for the frames of the place, the frames of the work and the frames 
of their relationship. The skeleton that lies within the situation. This 
involves me in asking and forming questions that begin to map a possible 
situation between a work and a place. It is this situation that changes the 
perception of place to site" (Certainty and Uncertainty, Essays by John 
Newling 1995–2004, p65)

What might be gained from such indeterminacy? Might we learn to forgo 
our desire for certainty in favour of simply exploring the mysteries that 
surround us? 

“The Lemon Tree & Me is situated on this shared ground of possibility, 
where the artificial distinction between nature and culture will no longer 
make sense. Seeing Nature as both affect and effect, tied into the multiple 
ecologies of humanity, we can re-evaluate its transformative potential in 
the complex workings of everyday life. A social ecology, in a state of co-

creation with the natural environment, could provide the practical grounds 
for addressing the question of how to properly constitute the well being of 
contemporary life” (p45).

Wellbeing is an important aspiration but what might it mean in our context? 
In the Barn’s work with Buchanans and artists like Janet McEwan, On the 
Edge and Helen Smith the key constituents of a social ecology appear to be 
present: individual agency, social activity and the natural environment. The 
spoil heap of a midden inspires poetry in young children (Janet McEwan’s 
Waste Not, Want Not, 2003); squares of turf engage artists in figuring out 
a riddle (On the Edge, Calendar Variations, 2012) and Lavender (Helen 
Smith, 2012–14) enabled a community to reflect upon its sustainability 
through the life cycle of a local commercial venture built upon the proper-
ties of Lavandula angustifolia ‘Munstead’ and a new cultivar, ‘Torramhor’.

However John adds other dimensions to wellbeing including the importance 
of working between different registers of the poetic and utilitarian.

In The Lemon Tree & Me, John spends 688 days cultivating a lemon tree 
that has been purchased by a friend from B&Q. The tree manifests all the 
problems of contemporary gardening, the quick fix of a purchase that car-
ries little care for its provenance or responsibility in its consumption. John 
reverses this system of value by painstakingly building a relationship, closely 
observing the tree’s condition, developing knowledge and experience, 
acting on minute changes in the tree to the point that it begins to thrive, 
bearing fruit. John describes this as a poetics of responsibility. 

“On the common ground of ecological sustainability, art can both enrich 
and nurture a new belief in the social value of civic authority, based on our 
shared responsibility as gardeners of the public domain" (The Lemon Tree & 
Me, p40).

This proposition is demanding. It requires close attention, a kind of mobility 
between oneself and the object of our attention as this relationship changes 
through time and experience. Michel de Certeau in his essay about the 
Harrisons’ Lagoon Cycle says “Art is what attention makes with nature” 
(1985). He might equally well have said this about The Lemon Tree & Me. 

In one of his essays Certainty and Uncertainty, Essays by John Newling 
1995–2004), John describes art galleries and museums as challenging our 
views of the world by giving us many different ways of seeing, not a single 
theism as represented by the Church but a multiplicity of conflicting beliefs 
and values that open us up to mystery. In a complementary way, research 
as a process of inquiry in the world, is a suspending of disbelief. So perhaps 
what is important about the Barn, On the Edge and John is evoked in The 
Lemon Tree & Me. 
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John describes his art “as an attempt to restore a set of values to material-
ity” (The Lemon Tree & Me, p106). It is becoming ever more apparent 
that market capitalism has caused a disconnection between humans and 
nature leading to progressive environmental degradation as well as social 
and political discord. In John’s words: 

“The everyday currency of contemporary art can illuminate a common 
creativity of sustainability if we can extend our vision beyond our back 
gardens into the wider social field” (The Lemon Tree & Me, p106).

John’s relationship with the lemon tree, seeking to better understand the 
workings of nature and its inter-relationship with humankind, in some 
ways parallels the Barn’s history. At the Barn, this desire underpins the 
development of the allotments and wild garden, the food practices of 
Buchanans as well as the exhibitions and performances that we have 
shared experimentally between Gray’s and Woodend Arts. Activity in 
all these places helps us to grasp the human condition as a fragile, tempo-
rary state of being which is wholly dependent upon the natural systems 
that surround us. It also helps us appreciate the extraordinary beauty, 
complexity and resilience of the natural world. 

As John observes, “ The meaning of life might turn out to be the wonder 
of life itself. Our purpose, beyond survival, is to find a better balance 
in our co-evolution with the environment and in turn to safeguard and 
nurture life, to become expert gardeners of a rich natural inheritance” 
(The Lemon Tree & Me, p82). 

If we are to rise to this challenge, we need places where we can share 
these ideas and learn new ways of living. Or we might say: remember 
some of the ancient ways of living which have been discarded in our 
enthusiasm for the ‘new’. For many thousands of years, indigenous peo-
ples on all continents revered nature and husbanded the soil. It is only 
relatively recently that developments in science and technology have 
yielded knowledge that has led us to believe that we can control nature. 
This is a dangerous illusion that we need to awake from very soon.

The Map Room of the Last Islands invites us to join in John’s exploration 
of the relationships between the natural world and systems of value in 
society. As in any map room, there are various maps, each showing a 
different part or aspect of the territory. The maps are beautiful objects in 
themselves but they also contain many layers of meaning, reflecting the 
work, research and experience which have been invested by the map-
maker. 

John’s maps contain many natural materials as well as paint and paper 
– including plants and seeds some of which are simply impressions, 
memories of something now absent; some are gold leafed, some rep-
resentational – landmass and sea, terrain; some are abstractions. The 
territory is there for us to explore, both in these beautiful art works and 
in the living of our lives.  And it is only we ourselves as individuals and 
communities that can explore it. In doing so, perhaps we can discover a 
common creativity of sustainability, valuing our planet, remembering that 
it is our home, and treasuring the beauty, uncertainty and mystery that 
surround us.  

We look forward to a continuing exploration between the Barn and 
On the Edge, travelling with John as a co-conspirator, guide and 
provocateur.

anne Douglas anD Mark hope
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Patchwork Prophecies
riCharD Davey

Five years ago John Newling planted a 'forest' on a small patch of land be-
tween the River Trent and the Nottingham canal in Beeston, Nottingham. 
Although these nine beech trees may have only formed a micro forest, this 
didn't matter to Newling. What he was interested in was the space he had 
created in their midst. Inspired by Martin Heidegger's concept of the 
'Lichtung', Newling saw this urban 'clearing' as more than an empty space 
surrounded by trees, but as a place of discovery and contemplation, 
knowledge and artistic experiment, where a new understanding of the 
world might emerge.

Heidegger sees the 'clearing' as a space into which ideas and new worlds of 
art might emerge as if 'ex nihilo', but this is at odds with much of Newling's 
artistic practice, which despite its conceptual character is constantly in-
spired by, rooted in and constructed from the world around him. Although 
works such as Chatham Vines, The Lemon Tree or Preston Market may not 
involve paint and canvas they are still very much the descendants of 
Constable and Turner, inviting the viewer to look at the rich diversity of 
the world around them.

Newling's version of the clearing may borrow Heidegger's concept, but this 
Beeston forest glade is not a space where ideas emerge from nothing into the 
world, but where the 'world' enters the realm of the imagination to produce 
ideas. The beech saplings may have been grown elsewhere, but they were 
planted in an artificial soil made out of menus, flyers, local newspapers, and 
family photographs that Newling had collected around Beeston. Entering 
the central space we may be invited to dream and look up into the infinite 
boundaries of the heavens, but we do so surrounded by trees very much 
rooted in the particular locality.

Newling's vision for The Clearing was never short term. The trees them-
selves will take decades to mature, but even more important to the project 
than these visible elements are the invisible processes. Imagine looking into 
the ground beneath the clearing now and you would see the imperceptible 
changes that have taken place over the years. The coins placed within each 
root ball have slowly moved through root growth and worm action into the 
surrounding earth. Tree roots have pushed their way through the soil 
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reaching out for water, moving beyond their initial compacted limits to 
weave an invisible net beneath the clearing. The artificial soil itself has been 
redistributed into the surrounding earth by the action of water, worms,  
burrowing insects and animals, creating an intermingled bio-soil that is now 
both human and natural. Beneath the clearing a new landscape has been 
formed, crisscrossed with root pathways, tinted with residual colours from 
the printed materials and studded with coins and other man made treasures.

We may not be able to see this subterranean landscape, but Newling's 
recent series of Last Island paintings offers us a map of its unseen 
territories. These lustrous, beautiful works shimmering with gold leaf 
and layers of worked and reworked paint surfaces allow us to glimpse the 
world beneath our feet, the soil which not only sustains life but feeds our 
particular identity. They start, as so much of Newling's work does now, 
with the Moringa Oleifera, or Miracle Tree plants he has been growing 
hydroponically since 2010.

The first works Newling made with the Moringa drew a 'miracle map' 
using the lines and colours of the plant itself, rather than ink or paint. These 
prophetic works offered a road map to a more harmonious future between 
man and nature. Presenting the plant like a religious icon, Newling asked 
the viewer to look beyond the surface appearance of this very ordinary plant 
to see a potential more harmonious future between man and nature.

The Last Island paintings start in the same way, with a pressed Moringa laid 
out on a white paper ground. But where Newling had previously left the 
plant alone, making only slight aesthetic adjustments to its position, in these 
works he begins to consciously develop the drawing, introducing tiny leaves 
and petals collected on his walks around the local streets or taking sticking 
plasters and metal pen nibs found in his studio, then applying them as an 
hieroglyphic language to the paper surface. He draws lines between the 
solid objects, creating a patchwork of geometric forms at the centre of the 
paper. Once he is happy with the design Newling gilds everything with a 
layer of Dutch Gold, waits for it to dry and then removes the Moringa plant 
and the other objects. 

The Dutch gold transforms the white surface of the watercolour paper into 
a lake of liquid light whilst the removal of the various applied objects creates 
a delicate drawing at its centre. But then Newling covers everything with 
a thin, watery glaze of black paint, which he immediately wipes away, but 
not before the paint has soaked into the areas of paper left exposed when 
the objects were removed. This act of obliteration instantly changes the 
nature of the drawing. Where the gold and white gave the work a spectral, 
intangible quality, the black grounds it, giving it substance and gravity as  
if rooted to the earth.

The Dutch Gold provides Newling with the perfect surface to work on. 
Whilst the uncovered paper soaks up and absorbs the watercolour paint, the 
gold largely repels it, allowing him to fill each tiny segment with a different 
tone, which he then washes or sands away. Each glaze, however, leaves be-
hind a subtle sediment of colour, a palimpsest revealing the depth and  
intensity of Newling's physical activity. Through this act of obliteration 
and reworking an island eventually appears rising out of a golden sea, a 
landscape covered in a patchwork of fields whose earthy colours have been 
taken from the petals and leaves that once covered their surface. 

When seen all together Newling's colours can seem muted, but concentrate 
on each one individually and they become vibrant: reds, yellows, subtle 
pinks and purples, pale blues and a variety of greens, which have an irides-
cent glow that gives the works a slightly unnatural, otherworldly quality. 
Yet, like The Clearing's beech trees, these are paintings whose colours and 
forms are firmly rooted in and shaped by a specific locality rather than  
derived from an abstract ideal.

The form of these 'islands' is intentionally ambiguous. Is this a map charting 
a new land with details of the fauna that inhabit it? Are we looking down at 
the patchwork of fields and tiny trackways that cover this island, surveying 
rolling hills, sandy beaches and rugged cliffs? Or is Newling showing us 
a map of his mind, creating a self-portrait that is not about appearance 
but the neurological pathways that travel through his brain, allowing us to 
glimpse those chemical networks that spark thoughts, ideas and emotions in 
response to the world outside. Or maybe we are archaeologists peering into 
a hole in the ground, hoping for the invisible to be revealed, the forgotten  
to be rediscovered and the hidden connections that crisscross the world to 
be exposed.

This sense of ambiguity is central to these works, for these are shadowy, 
liminal spaces where Newling himself is on a journey of discovery. As he 
begins to paint he has no idea of what will happen or what form the work 
will take, he just puts pen to paper and begins to draw. As he makes links 
between the stems and then between the objects he has placed on the paper, 
Newling creates geometric patterns that not only form tantalising nets and 
grids into which our gaze can fall, but also cause the surface to ripple and 
flex as the different colours that fill them search for spatial dominance, with 
red pushing back green, and green pushing back brown, and blue forming 
occasional holes of seemingly infinite depth.

Whilst colour creates a spatial language in these paintings, Newling is 
also interested in these works communicating something more prophetic 
and profound. Whether these are interior portraits, geographical maps 
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or archaeological test pits they are also concerned with the relationship 
between man and nature. Sticking plasters speak of healing, whether 
the healing humanity needs to bring to the world or the healing that 
nature can bring to humanity. Sharp metal pen nibs may symbolise 
the power of ideas and language, yet in these profoundly visual images 
they also suggest more dynamic usages, providing a trowel to dig into 
the earth and expose the hidden treasure within. And across the whole 
run the plants; examples of the often overlooked beauty that exists 
within the world in the humblest and most unexpected of places. As 
paintings they ask us to look rather than to read, to respond emotionally 
and intuitively to the natural world, as Newling himself responded 
emotionally and intuitively to the lemon tree. They serve as visual 
reminders and guides rather than complex philosophical arguments, 
asking us to consider what lies around us and to see the world with the 
eyes of an explorer discovering marvellous things for the first time.

The gilded objects removed from the surfaces of these paintings still lie 
on Newling's studio table - waiting. The title Last Islands may seem to 
denote the apocalyptic, dystopian end that many see awaiting the world 
as humanity reaps the rewards for its technological advances, yet the 
continued presence of these tiny throwaway objects suggests something 
more hopeful for Newling. They wait for him to redistribute them back 
into the world, turning a roadside tree, a pavement or a patch of grass into a 
natural icon, a space of contemplation and wonder in which we realise that 
we are the 'last islands', not because the end is nigh, but because we  
no longer need to lead isolated lives; we are not empty clearings separated  
from our neighbour, but the co-inhabitants of an interconnected, 
interwoven world.

riCharD Davey
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The Clearing, 2009–2010
Hinterland, Nottingham

In September 2009 John Newling used a 
laboratory within the complex of laboratories 
at Bio-City, Nottingham to install a hydroponic 
structure to grow and sustain nine beech trees. 
He undertook experiments including one to see 
how soil constructed from 80% paper (printed 
with text) could sustain natural growth. The 
texts selected were significant historical and 
political documents that related to the history 
of the hinterlands of the city. The constructed 
soil was used as compost for the trees when 
they were planted into the landscape. 

The following month the trees, in pots, were 
moved to Newling’s garden where he kept 
them under observation until November 2010 
when The Clearing was installed as a perma-
nent work. The trees, planted in a circle, form 
a clearing.

Curated by Jennie Syson  

Chatham Vines, 2004–2006
St John’s Church, Chatham

Chatham Vines was an award winning regen-
erative public art project. It saw the installation 
and nurture of a vineyard of 32 Pinot Noir 
vines grown hydroponically in St John’s 
Church, Chatham. The grapes were harvested 
and made into wine, some of which was used 
in the Easter Sunday Eucharist Service at 
Rochester Cathedral.

For the duration of the project anyone could 
log on to the dedicated website and control the 
remote cameras to see the vineyard growing in 
the church.
Medway Council and ArtOffice commissioned 
Francis Knight to support John Newling, pro-
vide day to day management of the vines and 
devise an education programme to accompany 
the commission.

Curated by Isabel Vaseur, Art Office

The Lemon Tree & Me, 2008–2011
Lincoln, Nottingham

From January to April 2008 John Newling was 
the first recipient of an international residency 
program at The Collection Studio in Lincoln.

In 2009 he installed The Noah Laboratory at 
The Collection. Over a month the gallery 
became the distribution hub and recycling 
point for a newspaper containing the images 
and writings generated from the residency. 
During the installation Newling transformed 
the newspapers into soil. On the completion of 
the installation Newling tested the soil he had 
constructed by growing a tree in it. He chose a 
lemon tree as the subject of this work.  

The Lemon Tree & Me is an account of the 
intense period of time between March 2009 



and February 2011.
Synthia II (code / soil / life), 2010
Constructed Soils and Moringas 

In March 2010 Bronislaw Szerszynski of 
the Department of Sociology and the ESRC 
Centre for the Economic and Social Aspects of 
Genomics (CESAGen), Lancaster University 
suggested a collaboration on the theme of 
‘Synthia’, the synthetic life form that had 
recently been developed by Craig Ventner.

The work that emerged, Synthia II (code / soil / 
life), consisted of a soil constructed by shred-
ding and composting all 634 pages of Synthia’s 
genetic code 

The Moringa Oleifera is often called a miracle 
tree. It has extraordinary nutritional properties 
being rich vitamin A and C, protein and potas-
sium and is resistant to drought and has great 
potential as a famine plant. 

It was a Moringa that Newling grew for the 
first time in the soil he constructed from the 

Miracle Trees, 2010  
Moringa Oleifera trees,  
Nottingham Contemporary.

During January and March 2011 Newling 
germinated and grew eleven Moringa Oleifera 
trees in the study space of Nottingham 
Contemporary. 

Leaves were pressed in selected books in the 
study and the work was complemented by a 
video documenting the process of making the 
soil in which the Moringas were growing, of 
caring for the plants, and pressing their leaves.  

This was the first in a series of artist’s in-
terventions in the Study at Nottingham 
Contemporary. 

Curated by Robert Blackson and Abi Spinks 

Synthia code.
Miracle Maps, 2009–2011 
Pressed and constructed Moringa Oleifera trees 

The Miracle Maps evolved from the cultivation 
of Moringa trees and were constructed using 
fragments from the trees. Leaf by leaf, over a 
period of two years, the work became an act of 
constructing a cartography based on imagined 
events, material and places. These works rep-
resent the first time that Newling constructed a 
map using multiple elements from trees he had 
grown. 

Generosity, 2013
Ecologies of Value,  
Nottingham Contemporary.

Moringa Oleifera trees, hydroponic grow tents
Ecologies of Value, Nottingham Contemporary
Ecologies of Value was a solo exhibition at 
Nottingham Contemporary that surveyed a 
selection of Newling’s work from the 1970s to 
new works specifically installed for this show. 

As part of the installation Newling installed 
two silver-lined hydroponic grow-tents 
containing young Miracle Trees (Moringa 
Oleifera). 

Through carefully regulated levels of light, 
carbon dioxide and water, the tents simulated 
the trees’ native climate conditions in the 
Himalayan foothills. 

Curated by Abi Spinks and Alex Farquharson
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John Newling, The Last Islands

ISBN 978-0-9551397-8-9 
© 2015 the artist and authors

First edition published by Woodend Publishing,
Banchory, 2015

Published on the occasion of the opening 
of The Map Room of the Last Islands, new work 
by John Newling at Woodend Barn,  
Banchory, Aberdeenshire, 
22 August 2015. 

Edited by Ann Newling, Anne Douglas  
and Mark Hope

Designed by Joff and Ollie Studio
www.joffandollie.co.uk

Printed and bound in Britain.

For information and books about the artist
www.john-newling.com
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